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 The only example of No Cloud computing, is the most extreme example of No Cloud. To be specific, it is "use of No Cloud computing for security purposes." But still, consider the following example. The main reason to protect data in the cloud is the "Deterministic resource allocation." But what if we had deterministic resources allocation on the remote server? The main reason for having this
deterministic resource allocation is protecting data on the remote server. In this way we come back to "use of No Cloud computing for security purposes." The main reason to use No Cloud computing for security purposes is "Deterministic resource allocation." I consider "Deterministic resource allocation" to be the most important characteristic of No Cloud computing. But it does not mean that I

consider "all the non-related characteristics of No Cloud to be inapplicable" Maybe, "No Cloud is too good to be true" Or maybe, "No Cloud is too hard to be true". Yes, it is true. No cloud is too good to be true. But it is not too hard to be true. The main reason why it is too good to be true is "Deterministic resource allocation" Not deterministic resource allocation There are 2 things, that "No cloud is
too good to be true." 1. "Too good to be true" We are talking about "No Cloud Computing", "No Cloud is too good to be true" Cloud computing is "too good to be true", because we do not know whether it is true or not. But "No Cloud is too good to be true" It is not "too good to be true" It is only "too good to be true". 2. "Too good to be true" "No cloud is too good to be true" We have different views

on "No Cloud is too good to be true" 1. I believe that "No cloud is too good to be true" I am not giving up "The Cloud Computing" and "The Cloud is too good to be true" I am simply keeping "The Cloud Computing" and "The Cloud is too good to be true" I am simply keeping "No 82157476af
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